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27 FEBRUARY 2022  

ARCHITECTS 49 LIMITED 

Dear Sir/Madam 

I’m thrilled to see your post for a junior architect / architect position. I am writing to express my 

interest in this position. As architect that look ahead with the same clarity of determination and enthusiasm 

to learn. What if we could challenge to what we want to change the future.  

In architecture, from my point of view architecture is, competition with myself to create a mass of 

creativity. So, the architect to be someone who can do complicated tasks at the same time. I ’m attracted to 

this position, because I’m looking for more experience, opportunities to learn new things in field and try to 

growing up with the company.  

A49 is the first workplace That made me learn to work like a professional and systematic working 

style. Moreover, the design style of the A49 is more timeless, raw material, minimalism etc. Which is in line 

with my own design style. It attracts attention. I think if I could be part of it. Certainly, working happily and 

enjoying it.  I hope that I can demonstrate to you that I would be a good fit for your company, with my 

proven skills, commitment to the role, and enthusiasm to learn. 

In addition, an architecture design experience with over 2 years. I have experience worked at VESSU 

Collaboration ltd.  As an architect designer. I working on projects during all design phases, from designing 

concepts to drawing plans, creating renderings and making presentations to our valuable client's. 

The portfolio is attached. If you think I am suitable for this position and you are interested to 

interview me or have any questions, please don't hesitate to contact me at my phone number 090-1735818 

or my email address supanut.le@gmail.com. 

Thank you for your kind consideration. I look forward to Working with you. 

Sincerely, 

Supanut Lesiriwanich 
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